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Abstract
We must point out that the results of football games affect the competitive balance degree. In other words, the
calculations we made in the score table at the end of the season give us a degree of competitive balance. The degree on
which the concept of competitiveness is based is cited as competitive balance in football. Sports economics can be
defined as the degree to which overall league attendances are raised by such measures as media effect, home advantage,
income sharing, all of which aim to strengthen the competitive balance. The aim of this study was to gauge the
competitive balance in Turkish football league. Using long term competitive balance analysis, some of the matters
encountered and possible precautions to be taken were approached in a way that can discuss the mentioned subjects
throughout the 1987-2017 seasons in Turkish Football Super League (TSL). The present study examined the way that
competitive balance level followed in the history of super league (30 years). For this purpose, C5 Competitive Balance
Index (C5CBI) and a Herfindahl index of competitive balance (HICB) were benefited. Finally, competitive balance
factor was observed to have occured time to time; however, when looked in terms of total, a view apart from
competitive balance can be clearly seen.
Keywords: Competitive Balance, Turkish football, C5 competitive balance index, Herfindahl-Hirschman
1. Introduction
Expanding globalization has brought about some concomitant developments and innovations in the field of sports as in
every field. In today’s world, sports, sports organizations and sports events have started to be recognized as a product.
Expansion and emergence of sports marketing, sponsorship and accompanying economics, and the increasing number of
the studies conducted in the mentioned fields may be regarded as a positive enhancement for sports as a whole (Inan,
2011). The relationship between sports and economy can be traced back to the first antique Olympic games at the end of
which the athletes were compensated with either goods or species (Andreff, 2008).
In the last two decades, football has evolved into a multibillion dollar industry and has been witnessed to generate huge
revenues for private individuals and clubs in addition to national and international organisations. How these revenues
are generated can be listed within the scope of broadcasting rights, sponsorship agreements, merchandise and ticket
sales. Resources are allocated based on the performances at domestic and international levels (Halıcıoğlu, 2009).
They can be regarded as unequalled in essence when compared to traditional consumption products. When the latter is
bought, should it not satisfy the expectations of the buyer or should any kind of problem arise after buying, producers
guarantee that they will take the already sold product back by refunding the cost charged to the buyer or by exchanging it
with another or at least by repairing it. However, a sports event not meeting or satisfying the consumers’ expectation has
no chance to undergo these procedures peculiar to corporal satisfactory policies involving all these procedures.
Furthermore, you have no chance to keep it in order to use it later. All the results of the matches will remain unchanged
(Inan, 2011).
Besides, the likelihood of an unexpected score during any sports event increases the excitement and expectations of the
spectators, thus helping sports product to be alluring and attractive. Not being able to predict the results or scores to be
seen during an event is one of the most important characteristics of sports, which distinguishes sport from traditional
consumption products.
Sport leagues are required to be equipped with a significant competition balance so that they can continue their existence.
Particularly, the income ratio obtained from the supporters can be elevated through the high-competitive leagues in which
the match results are uncertain
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Today, the sport branch involving a name and content that are in everybody’s lips by facing us with bigger and
increasingly advanced organizations is football. Thanks to the ceaseless developments, as encountered in all parts of the
world, have not only triggered a structural transformation process but also led it to become an industry needed to be
managed according to profit and utility maximization principles, and with strategic and financial approaches.
That there is a exciting uncertainty over which team will become the champion at the end of the season in a football league
is what attracts fans and spectators. In this sense, therefore, a certain degree of competitive balance in football leagues is a
must to keep the interest in the league alive.
In an attempt to maximize the ambiguity of results in competitions, the organizations of football events try to create some
rules and limitations. In a league, if some teams are superior over others with the more power and chances they have, the
might mean that the league will lose its appeal for being predictable. On the other hand, having too much competitive
balance causes inability to predict the outcome of the match at all. Normally in a what we call as a balanced league, every
team has equal rate of chance to win; therefore, of all these teams, any team can win the championship of end of league.
In a research conducted by Michie and Oughton (2004), it was also supported that deficiency of competitive balance
means decreased number of spectators and that the league runs the risk of losing supporters in the long run. Unbalanced
football leagues also result in various risks, such as failure, or threat of failure.
In general economics, firms try to gain dominance over others and outperform their competitors. However, when it
comes to sports, we need to talk about specific economic characteristics as this kind of competitive behaviour is absent
in this field. Teams do aim to win but not all the time.
In the event that only one team survives, no games could be played and so the sports branch ceases to exist. The product
in sports is a result of two firms, and a certain level of competitive balance can be considered to be necessary to hold
people's interest (Janssens & Késenne, 1987).
One of the reasons for interest in a particular soccer game, or in any sports contest, is the uncertainty of the outcome of
that. Big teams tend to win their games but sometimes they are surprisingly beaten by an inferior team. Many of soccer
fans would recall stories about a leader team in a league which lost unexpectedly against a team beating it despite being
in the bottom of the league. In fact, soccer results are quite random in the sense that only a few goals are scored during
each game; and therefore, chance may be a quite inﬂuential factor in determining the outcome of a game (Koning,
1999).
The issue of Competitive Balance is a central issue in the literature available on the economic gains of professional
sports. The basic idea and recommendation would be that the managers of professional sports leagues should maintain a
certain level of competitive balance in their league, if they are aiming it to remain appealing (Rottenberg, 1956; El
Hodiri & Quirk, 1971) .
In his seminal article dated 1956, Rottenberg, on the other hand, anticipated the relevance of the Coase Theorem (Coase,
1960) in perceiving the talent distribution across teams, and put forward that the profit motive would limit the
accumulation of player talent on any single team. El Hodiri and Quirk (1971) revealed in the first formal modelling of a
professional sport league that individual team profit maximization does not correlate with equal playing strengths
among the teams except in the special case of identical team revenue functions. Fort and Quirk (1995) bring the
problem of competitive balance in sports leagues into focus and evaluate the extent to which different mechanisms
create greater balance (Zimbalist, 2002).
On the other hand, the studies focusing on competition during a single season measured it as the standard deviation of
winning percentages (La Croix & Kawaura, 1999; Butler, 1995); the range of winning percentages (La Croix &
Kawaura, 1999); and the variance of winning percentages, games-behind dispersion, and number of teams within five
games of first place at the end of season (Balfour & Porter, 1991). In an attempt to test the presence of dynasties,
competitiveness has been measured in time using Herfindahl-Hirschman Indices of pennant winners or last-place
finishes (La Croix & Kawaura, 1999); the correlation of winning percentages over time (Balfour & Porter, 1991; Butler,
1995); and the change in mean winning percentages across regime changes (La Croix & Kawaura, 1999).
Seasonal uncertainty is mostly measured rather roughly, such as the standard deviation in the winning percentages over
the season, or a variable standing for the average number of clubs competing for the championship. Jennett (1984)
utilized a more sophisticated evaluation by calculating the championship significance of matches as the reciprocal of the
number of matches required to win the championship (calculated ex post). He considers its significance for both the
home and the away team. Again, it means that even if the performance of a given team outweighs the other, it is hard to
foresee the result in a seriously contested match.
Long-run domination has been less frequently measured than the above mentioned ones. Exceptional ones are seen in
the studies of Humphreys (2002) and Buzzachi et al. (2003). The former notes that variations in winning percentages
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over a number of seasons can be measured in two different ways one of which is to do it within season variations in
winning percentages of different teams, while the other is within season variation in winning percentages across all
teams. These are then combined into a competitive balance ratio proving statistically significant. Buzzachi et al. (2003)
consider the cumulative frequency of teams entering the top k ranks of a league (ordered by win percentages), but
expansion of leagues in North America and changes in the composition of teams through promotion and relegation in
Europe confuse the picture (Sloane, 2006).
Numerous researchers present useful reviews on the different measures of competitive balance, which range from
simple measures of dispersion, such as standard deviations of winning percentages around league means, team means
over time or at a point in time, modifications of Gini indices to C5 and the deviations of the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index.
2. Method
It has been expressed that the empirical studies carried out on competitive balance follow two directions, the first one of
which is the competitive balance itself. In these analyses, the change of the competitive balance in the course of time is
investigated and on the other hand, the second one investigates the influences of the competitive balance on spectators.
Both analyses are necessary for a well established grasp of the relationship among the structure of a league, competition
level and spectators’ benefit (Gürel, 2007).
It is also seen that various methods are employed to analyze a competitive balance in literature. Some of the methods
employed in the fields of economics, statistics and other fields have been incorporated into the analyses of competitive
balance. The percentages of wins, calculations done with lorenz curve, the five clubs concentration ratio (C5) and
Herfindahl-Hirschman index are the methods intensely applied.
2.1 The C5 Five Clubs Concentration Ratio and C5CIB Index of Competitive Balance
Competitive balance can be measured in a number of ways. The concentration ratio measures of the competitive balance
of a sports league are based on an assessment of the concentration of a subset of the teams in the league relating to a
comparative statistic.
Normally, C5 concentration ratio measures the extent to which an industry is predominated by the 5 large firms in a
standard industry. When applied to sport leagues such as football, the 5 clubs measure the ratio imbalance between the
top 5 clubs and the rest of the league.
C5 has a value between zero and one under the assumption that there is no market entry or exit barrier in a standard
competitive industry. A value of "0" points to the existence of an infinite number of firms and perfect competition,
whereas a value of "1" illustrates the status of a full monopoly. In other words, an increase in C5 may be an indicative of
a decline in the competitive balance and the dominance ratio of the top five clubs in the league. The number of clubs is
fixed in football and it is not viable for the top five clubs to sum up all the points due to the scoring system. As these teams
will play with each other as well, there will be surely a loss of point. Considering the restrictions, the index will have the
following value in such a case;
5
𝑁

< 𝐶5 <

𝑀
(𝑀+𝑇)

(1)

N stands for the number of the clubs and M for the maximum point that the top five clubs can have, while T shows the
absolute minimum point which the rest of the clubs can collect in matches they play with each other. Because the number
of clubs is fixed, the changes in C5 will reflect the variations in the inequality and the variations in dominance of the top
five clubs. However, the structure of the league may change and the number of the teams and the league size may show
changes. In order to be able to include the effect of the changes in the size of the league in the calculation, C5 ratio should
be compared to the ideal status with perfect competitive balance.

C5ICB = [

C5

] ∗ 100

5/n

(2)

In an ideal football league, the value of the C5 Index of Competitive Balance is recognized as 100. This ratio increases
as the competitiveness decreases. A rise in this ratio over 100 indicates the football league is separating from the
accepted ideal competitive balance level (Michie & Oughton, 2004).
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2.2 HHI-Herfindahl Hirchman Index and HICB-Herfindahl Index of Competitive Balance
Another index utilized is The Herfindahl-Hirchman index (HHI) which is often employed to characterize the
distribution of a variable of interest by measuring its extent of concentration across units, such as firms, teams or
households.
The five club concentration ratio examines the inequalities or imbalances present between the top 5 clubs and the
bottom rest (Michie & Oughton, 2004), while The Herfindahl Hirschman index (HHI) looks at the inequalities among
all the firms in an industry. When applied to football leagues, it captures inequalities between all the clubs that form a
football league. A key difference between the application of the HHI to a sports league and to an industry is the fact that
the league structure imposes a restriction on the range of the measure which also depends on the number of teams in the
league.
The index relies on a calculation of the league share of every club's for end of season in a football industry league
context. Using each club’s season share as its weight, the share of points is then summed into a weighted average index
for the football industry

= ∑𝑁

(3)

HHI= Herfindahl Hirchman index
N= The number of clubs in the league
Si = Club i’s share of points in a season,
As in the five-club concentration ratio, the H-index is a function of the number of clubs that make up the league and the
inequalities between those clubs in terms of winning power. The H index reflects the degree of competitive balance
between teams. Any increase in the index points out an increase in the inequality and therefore a decline in competitive
balance. In a standard industry context, the Herfindahl index lies between 0 (with an infinite number of firms) and 1
(pure monopoly); however when it is applied to football, restrictions on the number of teams in a league and constraints
imposed by the points scoring system mean the index lies well within this range (Michie & Oughton, 2004) .
In a league of 18 teams, the lower limit of the H-index would be 0.055 (the value achieved in a perfectly balanced
league), while the upper limit would be 0.076 (the value attained in a perfectly unbalanced league with the most unequal
distribution of attainable points).
2.3 The Herfindahl Index of Competitive Balance (HICB)
As in the C5 ratio, the Herfindahl index is sensitive to the changes in the number of teams. This can be corrected by
dividing the index with the value of H to be attained in a perfectly balanced league to obtain the H Index of Competitive
Balance (HICB) as shown below:

𝐶𝐵 = [

𝐻
/𝑁

] ∗ 100

(4)

H= Herfindahl-Hirchman index
N= The number of clubs in the league
In a perfectly balanced league of any size, the Herfindahl index of competitive balance would take the value of 100. A
decline in competitive balance is reflected by an increase in the index.
3. Results
Competitive balance has become a great interest among sports economists and has encouraged significant amount of
research in the area. Much of this literature is focused on professional sports with particular attention paid to football. It
is commonly claimed that measures to promote competitive balance in sports leagues will elevate attendances. Thus,
greater competitive balance should lead to greater demand while other things are maintained equally.
The initial method to be employed in the study is the Club Concentration Ratio and C5 index of competitive balance.
Because the top five teams cannot win all the points due to the nature of football and basketball, the value of the index
varying between 0 and 1 is adjusted. The value of 0 which stands for the lower limit of the index is redistributed as 5/N
(N for the number of the teams) and the value of 1 standing for the higher limit is rearranged as M/M + T (M for the
sum of all points that can be won by the 5 clubs, T for the minimum points that the other teams can attain). As seen in
the Table 1 the lower limit of the club concentration ratio will be accepted as 0.31 and higher limit as 0.64 in the years
when there are 16 teams in the league; and the lower limit is taken as 0.27 and higher limit as 0.60 when there are 18
teams.
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Table 1. The lower and upper limit of C5 Ratio
Number of Teams in the League
Lower limit
Higher limit
16
0,31
0,64
18
0,27
0,60
19
0,26
0,57
20
0,25
0,55
109 active professional football clubs which compete in 4 professional leagues have been registered by Turkish Football
Federation (TFF, 2017). This number of teams has been volatile in TSL through the years. For instance, TSL was
composed of 20 teams in 1987-1988 season, 19 teams in 1988-1989 season, 18 teams in season 1989-1990, 16 teams in
seasons 1990-1994, and then 18 teams in seasons 1994-2017. Furthermore, calculations have been carried out based on
the 18.360 football games in the last three decades. According to the data obtained from the study, considering the
competitive balance, there is an undulating and irregular situation in TSL. From this study, it was found that when the
mean concentration rates of clubs and C5 was examined, it became obvious that the share of first five clubs in TSL was
40 %.
It was also detected that when low concentration rates of clubs and C5 were examined, it was seen that the share of first
five clubs in the season 1987-1988, TSL was 33%, and then, when the same was done for high concentration rates in the
season 1992-1993, TSL was seen to be 47 %. TSL was made up of 20 teams in the season 1987-1988, whereas 16 teams
in season 1992-1993.
C5 ratio should be compared to the ideal situation with perfect competitive balance to include the effect of the changes
on the size of the league. That’s why; C5 Index of Competitive Balance (C5CBI) has been calculated. The value of the
competitive balance index should be 100 in a league so that it can be recognized as having a perfect competitive balance.
Any increase in the competitive balance level would reduce this ratio. An upward trend in this ratio over 100 is an
indicative of the fact that the league moves to more unbalanced situation
C5CIB for Turkish football super leagues was provided in Figure 1. The mean C5ICB was seen to be 146 between the
seasons of 1987-2017. It was found between the 1987-2017 seasons that the season that moves away from the
competition the most is the 1995-1996 season with the rate of 158; whereas, the season that gets close to the
competition at most is the 2006-2017 season with the rate of 129 (Fig. 1), which is so far from the competition balance.
160
155
150
145
140
135
130
125

Figure 1. The Five-Club Concentration Ratio Index of Competitive Balance (C5CIB)
It was found in this study that the mean Herfindahl- Hirschman index (HHI) was seen to be 625. On the other hand, the
mean HICB was seen to be 110 between the seasons of 1987-2017. It was determined for the 1987-2017 seasons that
the season that diverges from the competition the most in terms of HICB is the 1996-1997 season with the rate of 115;
whereas, the season that gets close to the competition at most is the 2006-2007 season with a rate of 105 (Fig. 2).
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116
114
112
110
108
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104
102
100

Figure 2. The Herfindahl Index of Competitive Balance (HICB)
Looking at Figure 1 and Figure 2 in terms of C5ICB and HICB, it can be concluded that they presented a wavy path that
approaches to the competition and diverged from the competition within the years.
4. Discussion
If the football seasons in Turkey are examined, we observe that the Turkish football moved to 3-point system in 1987.
In the case of impacts of the point system on the degree of competition balance in football; TSL had a 3 point system in
the seasons 1987-2017. 4 teams became champions through the seasons 1987-2017 in TSL as follows; Galatasaray 13
times, Fenerbahçe 8 times, Beşiktaş 8 times and Bursaspor 1 time.
On the other hand, broadcasting rights model was rearranged in line with the decision taken in 2005 by Turkish Football
Federation. According to the new broadcasting rights model, football clubs that got more from the shares previously
have begun to share their assets with other clubs listed in TSL. Before the rearrangement of the broadcasting rights
model, mean C5ICB value was 147 through the seasons 1987-2005; however, after the modification, this average was
identified as 142 during the seasons 2005-2017. In addition, when the HICB average values were calculated for the
same seasons, the average was identified as 111 during the seasons 1987-2005, and as 109 during the seasons
2005-2017.
According to the mean values, we can say that due to the new broadcasting rights model, small-budget clubs in TSL can
get more funding in the event that they get more points during the season. This situation may also lead to an increase in
competition.
Should the competition continue to increase in the years ahead, more spectators will be coming to the matches, football
clubs will be gaining new fans, and based on these reasons, they will start to sign for more valuable sponsorship and
advertising agreements, thus increasing their commercial revenues. Also, it can be concluded that Clubs will be
increasing their competitiveness through rebroadcast incomes as well as their commercial revenues.
You may also consider the following issues:
• Clubs, which are increasingly getting strong fiscally, can ensure more spectators to come to the matches by making
investments in new stadiums.
• Increasing the competition in the league can make football clubs more valuable in TSL.
• Competitions of the clubs can provide financial transparency in particular.
• In addition, increasing competition can enhance the watching ratio of the TSL matches on TV and ensure new
subscribers for the broadcasters. This situation will increase the broadcasters’ profitability; as a consequence, more
funding will be diverted to football clubs in the following years.
As a result, clubs, which have strong competitive ability, can also contribute to the growth of football industry in
Turkey.
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